Is sickle cell disease sufficiently prioritized in policy and socio-economic research on diseases in Tanzania? Lessons for the past 50 years
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Abstract: Catastrophic health consequences associated with chronic and genetic disorders, including those related to sickle cell disease (SCD) remain poorly measured and understood. Illnesses associated with SCD, especially the, sickle cell anaemia (SCA) pose significant tolls to individual patients and their families and contribute to poverty due to loss in production and retardation of economic development. This paper synthesises evidence from systematic literature reviews on policy priorities both in theory and practice and studies carried out on SCD. The review was systematically done by drawing evidence from published and unpublished literature searched through online search engines and other sources. The magnitude of SCA problem is yet to be adequately measured and documented in terms of the scale of its prevalence in many countries including Tanzania. However, a few reports available pinpoint Tanzania as one of the African countries with a large number of patients with SCD. Social stigma and discrimination against patients with SCD pose psychological affect to either the individual patients or their family members and this is partly due to low community knowledge on this disease on one hand and the perceived socio-economic disturbances associated with the disease that at times reduce the morale of caregivers/takers in families to attend patients. A few studies so far seem to have much focused on the medical dimensions of the disease usually reported at health facilities therefore, failing to establish the actual magnitude and socio-economic consequences of the disease, thus limiting the room for more informed policy decisions. Unfortunately, the inadequate public policy and research attention to this disease indicates that there is need for revisiting research and policy agenda towards making a difference in its interventions, and this include creation of public awareness and prioritizing research.
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Background

Focus of most disease-related socio-economic studies and programmes in developing countries seem as if they have been over-driven by policy decision orientation to communicable diseases such as malaria HIV/AIDS, tuberculosis, diarrhoeal diseases, and others that affect larger proportions of the populations in terms of causing high rates of morbidity and mortality in the community. These diseases are the ones that at least have had special programmes that have drawn policy attention to allocate enormous amounts of resources to manage and control them. Thus, little attention has been paid to direct policy decisions on research and interventions geared for addressing diseases of chronic nature (Aikins et al., 2010). Unfortunately, chronic diseases cause regrettable financial and economic burdens as well as catastrophic biological health consequences to the effected individuals and their families, especially when they affect the individuals from the poor and marginalized families.

Sickle cell disease (SCD), has thus, been one of the chronic diseases neglected for a long time in Tanzania as in many other countries’ health ministries within Africa (Grosse et al., 2011). Illnesses associated with SCD, especially the commonest form of it - sickle cell anaemia (SCA) pose significant tolls to individual patients and their families or relatives and contribute to poverty by leading to loss in productive time and money on the side of the affected persons/families and retardation of their economic development, but this has remained a mere fact to be widely documented systematically. One of the noted gaps is the a general shortage of studies focusing on financial, economic and psychosocial costs dimensions associated with SCD problems while the policy on this disease and the commitment to practice is not much clear in
many countries of Africa, as reported from the developed countries of the western world (Haque & Telfair, 2000). This paper, therefore, synthesises evidence from a systematic literature review on policy priorities in theory and practice/implementation and studies undertaken so far in relation to SCD in Tanzania, emphasis being on policy advocacy and practice as well as psychosocial and economic costs borne by SCD patients and their families. It finally identifies agenda for policy and research action for Tanzania and where possible to be considered as lessons elsewhere in the world.

Methodology

At least 66 articles (over 90% being published) were reviewed for the evidence presented in the present paper. The review was systematically done by drawing evidence from published and unpublished literature. This was done by using appropriate key words to search through the internet, visiting some libraries physically, requesting technical reports or published copies of the relevant articles directly from some of the authors. To obtain the online literature through the internet, various search engines were used. These included PubMed/Medline, Google and HINARI. This was made possible by typing the relevant key words in the search sites. Search words included sickle-cell, anaemia, chronic diseases, socio-economic, sickle-cell and knowledge/awareness/perceptions/attitudes, Tanzania and a combination thereof. This approach has been used before in other reviews (Mubyazi et al., 2008).

The abstracts displayed were read carefully and key points taken before the decision was made on whether or not to read the whole paper for inclusion in the review. Some articles were sought from the websites of the journals with the access online. The co-authors agreed to search the literature required separately/independently without influencing each other, then coming to have a common agreement on which ones seemed relevant to include in the review considering the review topic and objectives. Then the review process continued according to the agreed guidelines/format by exchanging the points reviewed by each to share comments that were compiled by the principal author. Surprisingly, no article published in the 1960s and 1970s could be accessed online using the search engines identified. Therefore, this made it difficult to state how many studies were carried out during such periods and the themes studied. For the published papers that were accessed online, interest was in the most relevant articles those published from 1961-2011, covering 50 years of Tanzania's independence. The unpublished literature, including technical research or consultancy reports, newspapers, scientific power-point presentations, and conference proceedings were also included in the review.

Historical Perspective of Sickle Cell Disease

Until 2010, it was a hundred years since the first report on sickle haemoglobin (HbS) was reported in the world and that the gene responsible for this disorder could reach high frequencies because of resistance conferred against malaria by the heterozygous carrier state (Piel et al., 2010). SCD is a genetic and mostly an inheritable disorder – and one of the chronic diseases in humans (Martin & Soldo, 1997; Cochrane Library 2009). According to a recent paper by Burchanan et al., (2010), “Patients with sickle cell disease have abnormal haemoglobin that polymerizes under physiologic conditions, leading to the formation of distorted and rigid red blood cells. This in turn causes haemolysis and obstruction of blood flow in the microcirculation, with resultant tissue ischemia and necrosis. Pain and organ injury are the sequelae”.

Thus, essentially the SCD originates from an abnormal type of haemoglobin called haemoglobin (Hb) S, (abbreviated as HbS) that changes the shape of red blood cells, especially when the cells are exposed to low oxygen levels, therefore, taking the shape of a crescent or a sickle. Another name of HbS is SCA, referring to homozygous individuals as opposed to heterozygous individuals abbreviated as HbAS (Harvard University, 2002). The most common
types of sickle cell disease are SS, SC and S beta thalassemia while others but of more rare forms include SD-Punjab, SOArab, SLepero and SE disease (IDH: http://www.idph.state.il.us/HealthWellness/SickleCell.pdf; Anie et al., 2010).

The gene for SCA is widespread all over the world, but with much more concentration in Africa, Mediterranean countries, the Middle East and parts of India (Anie et al., 2010). Specialists have established that in the event when both parents are carriers of sickle cell trait or another haemoglobin change (like haemoglobin C), there is 1 in 4 (a 25%) chance for them to have a child with SCD. Such couple also has a 25% chance of having a child with regular haemoglobin (AA) and a 50% chance of having a child with a haemoglobin trait like the parents. For this reason, it is recommended for people who carry a haemoglobin trait to meet a genetic counsellor to obtain more information, and this would be much helpful before people enter into marriage (IDPH: http://www.idph.state.il.us/HealthWellness/sicklecell.htm).

The patient with SCA develops into full-blown, serious disease by inheriting the defect from both of their parents who have the defective gene (Creation Ministries International, 1994). Marriage, religious and social habits contribute passing this disease from the parents to the offspring, among other factors (Martin & Soldo 1997). SCA patients live with troublesome health conditions caused by HB polymerization and its resultant red blood cell (RBC) deformation (sickling) under a reduced oxygen tension (Brugnara et al., 2001). The patient experience painful extremities, severe haemolytic anaemia, acute oliguric renal failure (Kalyanaraman et al., 1999; van den Tweel et al., 2008), and may even experience stroke if the sickled RBCs block blood vessels in the brain (Vichinsky et al., 2002; Cochrane Library 2009). Pain and disabilities are the central features of SCD (Aikins et al., 2010) and the main clinical manifestation are due to both anaemia and vaso-occlusive events and patients suffering from vaso-occlusive events are the normally said to be in sickle cell crises (Zieve & Chen 2011).

There is no cure for SCD but with early detection of the disease, accompanied by proper medical care, affected children can survive up to the age of 42 (Brown, 2010) or between 40 and 45 years (www.chartcaribbean.org/careofplwa/pfdcs) or even up to 52 years and beyond (Cochrane Library 2009). It is sad that people with SCD may suffer from life-long disorders and according to experts these are characterized by recurrent and unpredictable episodes of haemolytic anaemia, anaemia crises stroke, infections, other conditions, as well as numerous problems related to organ dysfunctioning of varying severity (Jenerette & Lauderdale, 2008). The disease is distributed in all continents around the world, and in Europe reports show that it is increasingly becoming common due to demographic changes (Hijmans et al., 2009, 2010). It is estimated that of the children born with SCD in the world, 75-80% are born in Africa (Sadarangani et al., 2009; Brown, 2010; Makani et al., 2011). However, the magnitude of the prevalence of SCD in Africa needs further analysis due to overlapping statistics reported from different evaluations and in different periods. For instance, Fleming (2009) states that in total, about 120,000 children in Africa are born with SCD each year; Diallo (2008) reports that between 150,000 and 300,000 homozygous individuals are born each year in Africa. Previous estimates show that about 200,000 newborns in Africa were affected with the disease (Diallo & Tchernia, 2002); Makani et al., (2009) report that approximately 280,000 children are born with SCA in Africa; other reporters reveal that globally 300,000 babies are born with sickle cell (Anie et al., 2010). This indicates that even at country level, records on the prevalence of this disease may be different and confusing. Reports on SCD prevalence continue being updated from time to time, and therefore, users of the reports should be careful to take note of the source of and reliability of the information obtained. For instance, more recently, it has been reported that over 90% of people living with SCD in the world are of African ancestry and the prevalence of the sickle cell trait ranges between 10 - 40% of the population in some parts of Africa. Meanwhile the trait is relatively more concentrated among some ethnic groups, for instance, 35% and 50% among some tribes in Uganda and Tanzania, respectively (Martin & Soldo, 1997). In other countries such as Cameroon, Republic of Congo, Gabon, Ghana and Nigeria, prevalence lies between 20% and 30%.
SCA in particular, is fatal in the very early age of human’s life if not immediately diagnosed and management is assured. It is estimated that 50-80% of all the current number of patients will die before adulthood (Makani et al., 2011). The most vulnerable age group is the under-fives (Makani et al., 2011). However, the vulnerability to death of the patients with SCD may depend on other factors (Tshilolo et al., 2007). SCD is prevalent in different parts of the world, especially in SSA region, Asia and South and Central America (Jenerette & Lauderdale, 2008). In these countries, a considerable proportion of the population also present some sickle cell traits even if they are asymptomatic (Weatherall & Clegg, 2001). The geographical distribution of the sickle cell trait is quite similar to that of malaria and the main reason being that sickle cell trait has a partial protective effect against malaria and that is why it has maintained high levels of prevalence in some parts of tropical Africa (WHO, 2009).

Furthermore, the clinical characteristics of children with SCD in the African Region are described by relatively few studies. This means that the disease is still lowly known by the general public and even among a considerable number of health professionals. That is, the descriptions of the natural history and clinical spectrum of SCD in Africa are surprisingly scarce and this contributes to most of the treatment recommendations for the management of this disease remain based on studies conducted in resource-rich countries (Sadarangani et al., 2009). In the context of lack skills or equipment and other supplies for carrying out proper diagnosis, the risk of patients to lack appropriate treatment and management of their cases, and the risk of facing death immediately, are very likely to happen (WHO, 2009). Misdiagnosis due to lack of either the technical knowledge or other facilities or both the knowledge/skills and facilities is likely to affect treatment procedures and outcomes (Golden & Moore 2004; Howard 2006).

SCA, as one condition among other conditions of SCD is usually associated with high levels of health care utilization, and this affects the individual patients, health departments and governments (Mvundura et al., 2009). According to various experts in the area of chronic diseases, the economic impact of SCD on families, health systems and governments is immense. To the individuals and their families, the medical and psychological costs of managing the disease/patient both directly and indirectly are regrettable high since the patient live with the disease and costs are spread or faced throughout the life-span of the patients (Buchanan et al., 2011). Meanwhile, the relationships between national policy making and international economic and political pressures have a huge impact on the risk of SCD and other chronic diseases and the ability of countries to respond to them (Aikins et al., 2010).

The course of illness attacks caused by SCA to patients especially children is unpredictable, this placing a heavy strain on the affected children and their families. Also, besides the medical problems associated with this disease, most families with SCD patients have to cope with negative social beliefs and financial problems related to this disease (Diollo & Tchernia, 2002; Jenerette & Lauderdale 2008; Hijnans et al., 2009). Thus, taking care of a patient with SCD especially a child poses extra demands on parents especially those living in low socio-economic status, both practically and psychologically, which turning into emotional problems, may influence their quality of life (van den Tweel et al., 2008). Occurrence and recurrence of illness episodes facing SCA patients pose psychological, financial and economic costs to the subjects, considering the pain such people face and either themselves or their families/relatives when it comes to need for seeking medical care. From the moral perspective, the psychological effects of this disease to the patients and their families are serious and warrant humanistic interventions (Hijnans et al., 2009). SCD like other chronic diseases such as asthma, cancer, and diabetes cause disruptions to the physical capabilities, social identities and life trajectories of the sufferers and may lead to impoverishment of the sufferers and their families. They are associated with chronic unhappiness, spiritual distress, psychiatric disturbance, and sometimes suicidal ideation. Such psychological, emotional and spiritual disruptions can occur even within the context of strong family support and often undermine social and medical relationships and illness management and self-care. Furthermore, adult persons suffering from any one of the chronic diseases including
SCD may find themselves in a situation whereby they have to sacrifice paying medical care costs for their children by having to meet the costs of their own sufferings. Such patients may also lose time for participation in economic activities during the period in which they are responding to illness episodes (Gil et al., 1997; Jenerette & Lauderdale, 2008; Aikins et al., 2010; Anie et al., 2010). The chronic anaemia and recurrent acute painful vaso-occlusive crises which occur unpredictably require immediate management and this becomes a great burden and challenge to families whereby the caretakers/givers are themselves living in poor states and vulnerable to other health problems (van den Tweel et al., 2008).

There are a number of reports concerning the stigma and discrimination faced by the victims of this disease in the society (Anie et al., 2010), and this is confirmed further by one source of evidence quoting a 23 years student of Business Administration at a particular university in East Africa responding to the researchers: “People used to mock me, they say why study while you have SCD and you will die soon, it hurts but I said to myself I am going to fight this disease” (Brown, 2010). From the financial and economic perspective, the costs are regrettably high. For instance, apart from the time and financial costs faced on travelling and waiting for medical care services at the clinics, the patients and or their families may find themselves facing enormous costs if they still have to pay for the medical services.

**Past, Current and Future Interventions**

It has been established that unfortunately once the SCD has occurred, it is unpreventable, and instead prevention can mainly be achieved through continuous health education to the communities sensitizing them and undertaking screening to identify the carriers, coupled with premarital counselling. These measures have been adopted in some Mediterranean countries (Al Arrayed, 2005) and in developed countries (Weatherall & Clegg, 2001), but to a large part of the African Region.

The World Health Organization (WHO) recently declared SCD as a public health priority (WHO 2005, 2006; Makani et al., 2007, 2011). However, it is still not clear about the extent to which resource-poor countries including those in Africa have taken appropriate steps to plan and implement interventions aimed at addressing this problem in the past, what is being done at present and what is planned to be done in the future. To be able to manage the disease effectively, it is imperative to know it properly and provide the necessary diagnostic, treatment and management services. Although there is no universal cure of SCD in the world (Annie et al., 2010), the principles of management and control have already been laid out and therefore it is up to the individual country stakeholders responsible to consider their positions for applying them in their own contexts.

The goal of treatment is to limit the frequency or number of crises. Patients with SCD need to undergo treatment continuously even when they are not in crisis. Moreover, adult patients and caretakers/givers of children and adults who cannot serve themselves are advised to keep adequate fluid (e.g. drinking water and juices) with them and avoid exposing the patients to too much intense sunlight; avoid strenuous activities, stress events that reduce oxygen level, smoking, and high altitudes and non-pressurized flights (Zieve & Chen 2011). Depending on the facilities and human resource skills available, the treatment of the complications for the SCD may include kidney dialysis or kidney transplant for kidney disease, drug rehabilitation and counselling for psychological complications, gall-bladder removal in those with gallstone disease, hip replacement for vascular necrosis of the hip, surgery for persistent-painful erections, surgery for eye problems, wound care, giving zinc oxide or surgery for leg ulcers. Another option could be bone marrow transplant or stem cell transplants to cure SCA. However, these are not currently emphasised or used for most patients, and one of the problems is that the SCD patients are unable to find well-matched donors (Zieve & Chen, 2011).
Evidence reveals that thousands of infants and children with HbSS disorders continue dying and many others are suffering severe pain, strokes and other illness episodes due to lack of appropriate medication. Therefore, a reduced child-mortality due to infection and malnutrition is likely to make more babies with genetic disorders survive to present for treatment (Troitskaria et al., 2003). Contributed by social beliefs to a lesser extent, poor family incomes and public health funding contribute to making the overall treatment of this disease remain poor and in some places inadequate (Diallo & Tchernia, 2002). While this is the situation, another sad news is that many countries’ health programmes seem reluctant to include SCD among the priorities for the future, despite efforts made by the WHO and various voluntary agencies to disseminate information about this disease (Weatherall & Clegg, 2001). The SCA patients face the recurring pain and chronic complications and these interfere with many aspects of the patient’s life, including education and employment (WHO, 2009; Hijmans et al., 2009).

The World Health Organization estimates that 70% of SCA deaths are preventable with simple, cost-effective interventions such as early identification of patients through newborn screening followed by systematic provision of comprehensive care (Makani et al., 2011). SCA among other chronic diseases require a long-term and systematic approach to treatment (WHO, 2005; Aikins et al., 2009). The scientific and technological advances have improved the detection and management of the disease, particularly in the western countries (TSCFT, 2009; WHO, 2009). That is, the identification of risk factors such as infections, low haemoglobin and foetal Hb (HbF), high white blood cells and haemolysis has led to improved survival of the affected persons through targeted interventions (Makani et al., 2011). Unfortunately, scientific reports reveal that under severe anaemic conditions, blood transfusion is often the immediate alternative medical action (Fabron et al., 1999) and the continuous hemofiltration with dialysis (Kalyanaraman et al., 1999). It is unfortunate that in many cases the patients fail to find people with blood matches (Anie et al., 2010), and leave alone the issue of blood groups, safety of the blood donated is a challenge in the situation of high prevalence of HIV/AIDS and other transfusion-transmittable illnesses (Tshilolo et al., 2007), as well as the stigma people have against blood screening and people found with particular infections (Ubesie et al., 2010; Tagny et al., 2010). Yet, the therapy for SCA is extremely limited both in range, efficacy and scale of use. For instance, in several countries such as those in the west, comprehensive care is reported to include prompt treatment of acute events and prophylaxis against infections, mainly with oral penicillin and vaccination against Streptococcus pneumonia. These have had helped countries to achieve significant reductions in mortality with up to 94% surviving to 18 years in the USA (Quinn et al., 2006). Patients in many countries are still receiving treatment only for symptom relief of sickle crises - painful episodes due to vaso-occlusion by sickle cells (Brugnara et al., 2001). In developed countries, neonatal programmes take care of screening the patients, augmented by oral prophylactic penicillin and effective management of inter-current infections. Moreover, control of strokes using long term transfusion regimens and judicious use of exchange (or top up) transfusion are measures undertaken in those countries. According to experts, these together with an increased understanding of pulmonary and splenic sequestration crises, create hopes that this life-threatening disease is now under some remarkable control (Weatherall & Clegg, 2001). Sadly, African health systems are weak and national investments in healthcare training and service delivery continue to prioritise infectious and parasitic diseases giving little attention to chronic diseases including SCA (Aikins et al., 2010). Experience shows that while patients with SCA require specialized health centres and life-long medical care and surveillance, many people in resource constrained settings with limited expertise and infrastructure remain at risk of dying helplessly (Weatherall & Clegg, 2001). Even for the rest of chronic diseases including diabetes, cancer and cardiovascular disorders, it is a fact that many hospitals and clinics lack basic equipment for effective diagnosis and treatment, few health workers have specialist chronic disease training and chronic disease knowledge among health workers is poor in Africa as in many other developing countries (Aikins et al., 2010).
Evolution in the epidemiological pattern of SCD in Tanzania during the past 50 years

As reported from elsewhere in SSA, the magnitude of SCA problem is yet to be adequately measured and documented in terms of the scale of its prevalence in Tanzania where diagnostic facilities at primary level health facilities are inadequate (Enevold et al., 2005). Since independence in 1961, a few studies seem to have so far been conducted to establish the magnitude and impact of SCD in Tanzania, so acknowledged is the recent work by Makani et al., (2011) who at least have mainly emphasised research on the clinical epidemiologic dimensions of the disease. The problem of recognition in the medical Diaspora has been reported long time ago in the 1970s when experts observed that due to the ubiquity of the HbS gene in this country, insufficient priority was given to the affected individuals in planning health services (Cochran et al., 1979).

To date, Tanzania ranks number four in the world in terms of number of sickle cell cases, but it is sad that a few Tanzanians know about this disease (Brown, 2010). According to some reporters, rough estimates show the prevalence of the trait in Tanzania ranges between 13% and 20% which is among the highest records in Africa, meanwhile, the birth incidence of children with SCD in Tanzania is estimated at 6-7 per 1000 children, implying that within the next five years over 60,000 children would be born with SCD (TSFT, 2009; Makani et al., 2011). However, the magnitude of the prevalence of the trait varies between areas as other reporters establish that the prevalence of sickle cell traits among the Tanzanian population to be as low as 1% in some communities such as those in the highland areas of north-eastern Tanzania (Enevold et al., 2007). Moreover, over 50% of children with SCA die before the age of five and among all the recorded infant mortality in Tanzania over 5% may be attributable to SCD (SCFT, 2009). Other reports reveal that between 4,000 and 6,000 children out of 8,000 children born with the blood disease in Tanzania die before they reach five years (Brown, 2010).

Policies, strategies and interventions for control of SCA in Tanzania

In Tanzania, as in the rest majority of African countries, there is a general lack of evidence on what is happening at policy level and on the ground regarding prevention, treatment and management of people affected by SCD apart from the general picture that in principle the country embrace the policy established at global level through such multilateral agencies as WHO without having specific country-context policy intervention strategies. Lack of evidence-base (especially locally appropriate information) has led to inertia in terms of implementation of potential care and treatment interventions not only in Tanzania but also in many other countries across the world (Makani et al., 2011). At least recently, a foundation known as The Sickle Cell Foundation of Tanzania (SCFT) has been launched as a non-profit organization devoted to contribute towards prevention, care and effective management of SCA in the country. The Foundation was established in recognition of the devastating impact of this disease on the society and the current inadequacies in its detection, prevention and management. Its mission is to mobilize financial resources and build coalitions to promote and support the setting up of nation-wide sickle cell centres that are responsible for conducting public awareness campaigns on the disease; providing screening and counselling services and treatment and care for sickle-cell patients so as to alleviate suffering for those affected by the disease. It also engages itself in supporting research at least in terms of providing technical expertise and carrying out research (TSCFT, 2009: http://sicklecelltz.org).

Recognizing the presence of gaps in the evidence, experts have proposed that baseline data about the clinical course of SCD in the context of African countries are urgently required to inform evidence-based decisions and public sensitization regarding its appropriate management (Sadarangani et al., 2009). At least this disease is one of the six problems listed in the
government’s plan on non-communicable diseases (NCDs) in Tanzania, others being cardiovascular diseases, chronic respiratory diseases, cancers, mental disorders and injuries and trauma (Malecela, 2011) and as part of the broad medium term strategic plan (MTSP) III 2009-2015 which is also part of the broader Tanzanian Vision 2025 (Mosha, 2010). This marks the national/government response to WHO’s Call of Action for countries to invest in the prevention and treatment of chronic diseases including SCD (Aikins et al., 2010). Moreover, media sources quoted Prof. David Mwakyusa, the former Minister for Health and Social Welfare in Tanzania assuring the SCFT that the government will support it in recognition of the importance of SCD which despite this disease being uncommonly known yet, the number of people it claims per year is alarming and records show that it is placed number two in terms of number of lives it claims after malaria (Brown, 2010). The government encourages the Tanzanian citizens to use the opportunities available to access the services needed for the control of these problems. Therefore, at least in theory one can see there is a political will from the government’s side.

There are also other policies with good intentions in place if they were well interpreted. For instance, understanding the costs associated with seeking medical care services involving payments for the services, the government of Tanzania has for a long time had a policy emphasising exemption of people suffering from specific diseases including diabetes mellitus, hypertension, cancer, asthma and reproductive health related problems from direct user-fee payments (MoH, 1993). This is an encouraging policy decision as people suffering from these diseases/problems were expected to use the opportunity given to avoid some of the costs they would face if they paid for the services. However, the degree to which exemptions are actually implemented has been found to be unsatisfactory (Newbrander & Sacca, 1996; Mubyazi 2004; Mamdami & Bangser, 2004). Since the SCD causes frequent illness attacks to individual patients who may need to consult medical care providers regularly, it remains not clear whether or not the service providers can provide the necessary services free of charge to the patients. So far, systematic evidence is lacking about the effectiveness of the user-fee exemption policy in relation to SCD related medical care services. Thus, research is needed to establish whether or not people experiencing SCA are among the beneficiaries from such a national user-fee exemption policy and if not what measures are in place to ensure that the vulnerable individuals are identified, sensitized and motivated to access such a safety-net policy arrangement and actually use the opportunity available.

Interestingly, the government has recognized the shortage of evidence for policy information in this area and emphasized that research should be conducted on this disease and this includes focus on public awareness and the existing strategies for its control (Brown, 2010; Malecela, 2011). Other experts also suggest that analysis of the economic burden of SCD, especially SCA related conditions and informing the national and international health development partners is imperative to allow the planning of the most appropriate and feasible approaches for control, including targeting the right services and at the right time. Researchers are, therefore, urged to play their role of creating evidence that can contribute towards understanding ways of identifying the individuals who genuinely need priority treatment (Weatherall & Clegg, 2001). In particular, Socio-economic studies are crucial to establish evidence on the cost burdens facing individual SCD patients and their caretakers/families especially in areas where the victims are also vulnerable to malaria, HIV/AIDS, tuberculosis and other communicable and non-communicable diseases.

The effective management and control of any public health problem cannot be achieved if there is no enabling environment for provision of the desired services. This challenge is faced even in the case of SCD. For instance, screening is not currently available for the newborn in Tanzania and patients expect better diagnostic and treatment services at major (referral) hospitals that are mainly urban based (Cox et al., 2011). According to the Sickle Cell Foundation of Tanzania (SCFT), evidence shows that between 50 and 80% of the children die before the age of five due to ignorance and poor health care
SCD has for decades remained very unpopular in public health programmes and research, both in the developed and developing countries. It has been revealed that even in the United States, laboratory diagnosis of patients with SCA was more done at a later stage in the early 1970s and there were no definitive treatment to prevent damage and no any safe inexpensive means of making prenatal diagnosis of that condition in the developing foetus (Howard, 2006). Also for other countries, experts have observed that SCD still presents a largely unrecognised health problem for millions of Africans, although Makani et al. (2007) reported that more than a decade has passed since the WHO declared it as a problem of major public-health significance not only for Africa but also for the rest of the continents even if the majority of the patients are found in Africa.

A number of studies have so far been carried out in African countries, but there has been a general lack of a holistic approach used in assessing the burden of SCA across Africa. This has contributed to the observed lack of important evidence-based knowledge and policy on this disease as the basis for designing and implementing appropriate interventions. The available evidence is not sufficient to give the perfect picture on the real burden of the disease in terms of morbidity and mortality since the measures used to reach the estimates reported are not much reliable. One of the reasons is lack of systematic cohort studies that would trace the affected individuals’ right from birth through their life end. This would require involving both health facility based and community based study designs and coming up with comparative analyses/results. As such the available information is biased since it is drawn from hospital-based studies alone, thus failing to identify patients with mild disease who do not seek health care from hospitals or those who have died without reporting to health facilities (Makani et al., 2011). In addition, there is a strong consensus that Africa faces significant challenges in chronic disease research, practice and policy while the design of potentially effective interventions would require evidence from multidisciplinary models of research so as to properly inform policy and decision makers (Aikins et al., 2010). It is very unfortunate that Africa is lagging behind other continents in terms of investment in health services and research related to SCA despite having a larger number of people affected by this disease. The expenditure on this disease both in terms of health care and research is negligible. Moreover, policy advance on this disease specifically has not been realized, and most advances in the understanding and management of this condition have been based on the research carried out in the north (Makani et al., 2007). Apparently, even few studies that have been conducted so far in Tanzania have tended to focus on medical dimensions of the disease while there are still psychological, community and policy dimensions of chronic diseases that are yet to be covered.

It is widely evident that malaria is a major cause of admissions and deaths in patients with SCD in SSA and as a result antimalarial prophylaxis is included in the standard management of
patients with SCD in most countries within the region. The challenge for the time being to researchers and policy decision makers is that for many years chloroquine (CQ) was a drug of choice that provided a cheap, effective, convenient and safe treatment approach. With the spread of drug resistance that led to the replacement of CQ in a country like Tanzania (Mubyazi & Gonzalez-Block, 2005), and with the increasingly spread of HIV and other opportunistic bacterial infections in the community, there is a considerable debate regarding which drugs should now be recommended for long-term prophylaxis among those with SCD, especially those with the SS genotype who are at risk of dying earlier (Makani et al., 2007). It is unclear how the SCD patients cope with the prevention and treatment environment available given the fact that the availability of CQ is likely to be a conundrum now in the outside markets as are in health facilities. There is therefore a need for exploring how the patients and their caretakers/supporters cope with medication seeking in the environment whereby a prophylaxis is not easily available calls for further systematic evidence.

As for cost analysis, a robust approach is important since the costs associated with any disease should not be looked at from a quantitative approach by ignoring the qualitative dimensions. There is an observation that despite much emphasis on the societal perspective of costing of public health problems as a gold standard in most costing guidelines, most of the costing studies and their associated analyses are still performed from a service provider perspective (Hansen, 2005). In designing the research even in the behavioural field for such a traditionally considered to be ‘rare and unpopular disease’ like SCA, it is imperative to adhere to the recommended ethical principles or standards (CIOMS, 2002). For instance, due to the reported existence of stigma and discrimination against SCD in some societies (Anie et al., 2010; Ohaeri et al., 1995), researchers have to be careful both in the design of the study questions and the methodology for the administration of the various research instruments so that they can get sufficient cooperation from the target populations. This is so as to avoid causing psychological and social harm to the patients and their families in the communities where the research takes place. A poorly designed and implemented research can cause stigma and discrimination among the patients and families of people with SCA.

Challenges and opportunities for Tanzania

There are many challenges related to identification, management and prevention/control of the SCD in Tanzania. Shortage of systematic evidence on the prevalence and burden of this disease marks the failure in the policy design for it in the first place. In light of the description given above by drawing evidence from a range of the literature, it can be noted that the key challenges are related to systemic factors such as capacity constraints including shortage of skilled and motivated human resources for delivering the required types of services, especially at primary level and mostly in rural/remote areas; delayed prioritization of the disease among other important non-communicable chronic diseases of reproductive health nature; lack of clear policy strategy specific for this disease which may make it difficult to establish more strategies for its management, control and prevention of its widespread; and poor communication systems and mechanisms that has made the general public and even health-care professionals remain ignorant about the disease nature, management and control aspects for many years; and resource constraint at national level that limit prioritization of the budget for both the disease management and for further research. Other challenges are psychosocial and cultural in nature and are related to stigma and discrimination of the patients with SCD as well as socio-economic in nature such as low public knowledge about the disease, perceived or actual lack of affordability of formal health-care services, and very likely reluctance of some tribes to avoid intra-marriages instead of encouraging inter-tribal or ext-tribal (i.e. beyond one tribe) marriages, to mention some. As for the opportunities, we can argue that the government still have the chance to liaise with the partner organizations in the donor community both from within and abroad to mobilize
reasonable resources for this disease interventions, supporting basic and operational research on the disease aimed at both establishing a more realistic magnitude of the problem and cost-effective and socially desirable/acceptable approaches for its control, increase specialist training of medics and paramedics for better diagnoses and treatment as well as health educationists and advocacy groups for public awareness creation and sensitization on the disease through the best possible communication systems with media involvement and through private-public partnerships, and allowing/supporting platform or fora for discussion.

**Conclusion**

SCD is partly or greatly neglected not because of being poorly known among many families, communities and national policy/decision makers. It is therefore important to prioritize research on SCD that would provide evidence for decision and policy making. Frontiers in family health affairs including those concerned with marriage matters should be sensitized on this problem and be well informed about appropriate marriage related decisions. This will therefore, help them prepare psychologically and emotionally and take appropriate measures of medical care.

Based on the evidence from a cohort study of children living with SCA in Kilifi, Kenya, Sadarangani et al., (2009) found some similarities and differences between children living with SCD in Africa and their counterparts in the developed world. Nonetheless, there are several areas that require systematic research based on sound methodologies. It is envisaged that research describing the natural course of SCD in sub-Saharan Africa has potential for increasing awareness of the burden of disease and allow appropriate interventions to be instituted. Further research is required to determine the aetiology, pathophysiology and the most appropriate strategies for management of disease, particularly anaemia in SCA (Makani et al., 2011). Research should also be undertaken to establish the survival risks of SCA patients who get blood transfusion in areas that are relatively highly prevalent in HIV/AIDS and the resultant socio-economic burden to the patients and their families. Moreover, future studies need to look at the financial, economic and psychological and social (psychosocial) costs of SCA to patients and their families in a region where there is a high transmission of malaria and other communicable diseases of high policy priority.

It is interesting that some governments including the government of Tanzania have recognized the importance of chronic diseases now more than ever before and are making efforts to ensure that appropriate policies, human resource skills, health facilities and medical care services are available and accessible to the population in need. The implementation of these policies is possible since already in place there are institutions that can be used for training medical and paramedical personnel to work on these problems as well as health facilities through which the services can be delivered. What is required is for the decision and policy makers to continue improving the environment through which the desired services can be delivered to the target users. On the other hand, communities need to be appropriately educated and sensitized on the disease to enable them take appropriate actions for its prevention or taking care of people with SCA. The educational messages should address the psychosocial factors such as cultural values and societal norms since community-level norms and practices shape whether or not people will make best use of medical services (Aikins et al., 2010).
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